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I  Choose the correct answer (10x1=10)

j  education starts with practical and ends in theory.
a  Formal b Non-formal c Informal

2  Lifelong education is otherwise called as Education
a  Formal b Non-Formal c Informal

3  A bunch of flowers plucked from the garden for teaching in the botany class room is
a

a  Model b Real Object c Specimen

Fill in the blanks

4  is a placard displayed in a public place with the purpose
of creating awareness among the people.

5  method involves analysis, diagnosis and treatment of a specific problem,
developing to an end product.

6  "Fmmers Note Book" published in "The Hindu" newspaper follows style of
writing feature article.

7  A quick intense small group discussion is otherwise called

State True or False

8  Role play is one of the simulation methods used for executive training.

Name the following

9  Present name of the Department of Agriculture, Kerala.
10 Name of the farm magazine of KAU.

II Write Short notes on ANY FIVE of the following (5x2=10)

1  Extension education.
2 Market-led extension.
3  Philip 66.
4  Campaign.
5  Buzz session.
6  Differentiate Method demonstration and Result demonstration.
7  Differentiate Poster and Chart.

III Answer ANY FIVE of the following (5x4-20)

1  Principles of Extension.
2 Write at least two sentences each on Debate ; Symposium ; Panel; Workshop.
3  Cone of Experience with the help of a diagram and examples.
4 Method of conducting a group discussion as a moderator / discussion leader.
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5  Classification of Extension teaching methods according to use or the approach involved.

6 Meaning and the most essential features of brainstorming, with steps for conducting a
brainstorming session.

7  Use of ICT in agriculture, citing a few examples fi-om Kerala.

IV Write an essay on ANY ONE of the following (1x10=10)

1  a) Definition and meaning of education in general and the three types of education viz;
formal, non-formal and informal in particular,

b) With the help of a table, differentiate the three types of education - formal, non formal
and informal, citing suitable examples.

2  a) Method demonstration- definition, purpose and advantages.
b) Step by step procedure of planning and conducting a method demonstration as a

trainer.


